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• Development of a hydrocyclone fluid/solid separation model was necessary to isolate 
high gravity solids from oil and gas drilling mud. Since mud parameters of density, 
viscosity, and fluid/solid concentration vary with each well, a method of predicting 
geometry of hydrocyclone dimensions was required to produce optimum HGS separation 
within independent cases.
• A mathematical model consisting of theoretical governing equations was developed to 
output optimum hydrocyclone geometry or effective cut-point of HGS from inputs of mud 
properties. Operational hydrocyclone tests and CFO simulations were required to build 
correction factors for the model and verify effective separation within model simulations.
• Drilling mud and high gravity solids were added to the tank
• Initial density, viscosity and mud retort tests were performed.
• The mud was pumped through the hydrocyclone at incremental inlet pressures & samples 
were obtained from both underflow and overflow outlets.
• Density, viscosity, and retort tests will be performed
• Data collected, sorted and QC'd using Minitab and MS Excel
• ANSYS Fluent was used to simulate particulate separation using given flow rates and 
particle size distributions in order to estimate solid particulate cut sizes
• Fluent calculated the number of particles injected, escaped, trapped, as well as 
particles that were incomplete due to calculation error caused by skewness of meshing
• Various solid sizes and concentrations were used to simulate realistic scenarios which 
verified operational testing results
• Minitab General Linear Model derived from 2000+ data points
• Best fit model a function of inlet pressure minus viscosity squared
• P values < 0.001 suggest very strong statistical significance of measured data
• Begins with the theoretical governing equations of hydrocyclone liquid/solid 
separation
• Used to help predict flow fields inside the hydrocyclone that cannot be observed 
through experimentation
• Refined through iterative experimental testing and CFO
• Unique correction factors apply to varying geometries
• Mathematical model will be delivered to the sponsor with an interactive MS Excel 
interface which requires inputs of mud parameters to obtain accurate hydrocyclone
geometry
• Final deliverable will contain the dimensions for a prototype hydrocyclone to fit the 
sponsor's need
• Long term goals include increasing the number of significant inputs to increase 
model accuracy, and adding a wider range of mud parameters to increase model 
domain
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